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11 Introduction
Volume of information stored in mobile devices has recently been increasing dra-
matically due to the penetration of smart devices, higher storage capacity and ubiq-
uitous connectivity. However, our current well-known architectures and protocols
are not considered as a good candidate to be applied for networks with intermit-
tent connectivity. Thus, the network researchers propose multiple schemes to seek
for an efficient and reliable mechanism to guarantee the data delivery in this type
of network. One of those research area is how to efficiently access to the essential
information among the huge volume of data, which necessitates the design of search
schemes. One of those proposals is called Seeker Assisted Search (SAS) scheme
[BHK07] that operates in a store-carry-forward manner.
SAS enables a searching node to deliver some copies of its query message to other
nodes (called seekers) which assist it by seeking on behalf of the searching node.
The key component of SAS is community. Each community comprises of the people
who have similar interest. The message delivery scheme is similar to Spray-and-
Wait Routing Protocol (SnW) [SPR08], in which one node spreads copies of query
messages and receives the reply if a node with content receives the query message.
The components in SAS include the searching node, the passive node, the tagged
node, the seeker node and the tagged seeker node. The searching node is a node,
which wants to access to some content and initiates the search scheme. It sends
several copies of query message to the nodes it encounters. The other nodes in
the community are passive nodes, which hold neither the query message nor the
searched content. When the copy of query message arrives at the closest nodes, it
turns those nodes into the seeker nodes. The main purpose of seeker nodes is to
assist the searching node to seek for content. The node that contains contents is
called tagged node. When the tagged node receives the copy of query message, it
becomes the tagged seeker node and sends content back to the searching node.
There are a number of routing protocols proposed by the network researchers, such
as Epidemic Routing Protoco (EPIDEMIC) [VAH00] and SnW. In this thesis, I
explore the new features of routing protocols within SAS compared with others
and attempt to prove the efficiency of SAS by implementing it on a simulator. I
implement SAS on the simulator for three purposes: the first is to evaluate whether
improving the number of content carrier (tagged seeker node) can accelerate search
operation, the second is to elaborate how to implement multiple communities in
the simulator for analyzing whether the concept of geo-community improves the
2performance, the third is to provide an attempt to improve the efficiency of locating
the specific content based on current community-based protocols.
Section 2 presents the background research, including the concept and properties of
Delay-tolerant Network (DTN), well-known search schemes, simulation tools. Sec-
tion 3 describes how to implement SAS on a simulator and Section 4 analyzes the
performance of SAS.
2 Related Work
This section introduces basics of DTN and SAS. The application environment of SAS
is called Delay-tolerant Network (DTN). The first section will explain the concept
and properties of DTN. The second section summarizes some various categories of
search schemes. Especially, there are two well-known routing protocols: EPIDEMIC
and SnW. The third section emphasizes the theories of community-based schemes.
Those schemes activate our thought to improve the performance of SAS. The fourth
section explains how SAS works. The last section elaborates a simulation tool (the
ONE simulator).
2.1 Basics of DTN
Today’s connection-oriented solutions perform poorly on the networks with intermit-
tent connectivity. Fall et al. [FAL03] proposed a network architecture to model this
kind of network, which is called a challenged network. The challenged network has
even worse performance compared with other network models. The main drawbacks
of challenged network includes latency, bandwidth limitation, error probability, node
longevity and path stability. I explain why today’s architecture and protocols can-
not be applied on challenged network from three aspects. Those aspects include
path and links, architecture and end system. For path and link aspect, we assume
that there are two nodes, which have a long distance between them. We want to
deliver a message from one node to another. Time-to-live (TTL) is a value that is
widely implemented in IP protocol. TTL locates in message and tells the network
how long the message can exist and when the message should be discarded. Each
message is allowed to stay for a certain time. It guarantees that there is enough
space remaining in the bandwidth which permits the nodes to deliver more mes-
sages. Thus, TTL improves the performance of message delivery. However, TTL is
3a barrier for challenged network. The message implemented with TTL value does
not have enough time to be delivered to remote node. If we increase TTL value,
which may degrade the performance. The challenged network is made up of several
small-scale clusters. Each cluster contains thousands of mobile nodes. The distance
between mobiles nodes in one cluster is short. For end system, the mobile devices
that are used currently have limited resources.
Figure 1: Delay-tolerant Network
Fall et al. established a network architecture, called delay-tolerant network (DTN),
attempting to improve the performance of challenged network. DTN is a delay-
tolerant message based overlay architecture that operates above the existing protocol
stacks. It offers interoperability among challenged networks. Additionally, it pro-
vides a store-and-forward gateway function between them when a node physically
touches two or more dissimilar networks. DTN comprises of multiple challenged
network. Figure 1 is an example of DTN. There are three clusters in the figure,
including Hospital Cluster, School Cluster and Company Cluster. Each cluster is
unique and comprises of a large number of nodes. The nodes are capable of commu-
4nicating with the nodes in the same cluster. The incoming and outgoing messages
are stored in the proxy. As Figure above, the proxy is located at the edge of clus-
ter, which is responsible for storing and forwarding the message. DTN requires the
DTN gateway as the commuter bus to transfer data between two clusters. The DTN
gateways are capable of storing the data in the storage and mapping the message
to the desired destination. In Figure 1, Node A in Hospital Cluster and Node C in
Company Cluster can transmit and receive the data with the Node B from School
Cluster via proxy (DTN gateways). There are several networks like DTN belonging
to dynamic networks, including opportunistic networks.
2.2 Routing Protocols
2.2.1 DTN Routing Protocols
DTN routing protocols are based on store-carry-forward paradigm. Assume there
are three nodes, namely NodeA, NodeB and NodeC separately. NodeA generates a
message denoted by m, whose destination is NodeC. NodeB is the relay node. Ac-
cording to intermittent connectivity of DTNs, NodeA can encounter NodeB. NodeB
can encounter NodeC. NodeB acts as a crucial role in message delivery. To accom-
plish success of message delivery, NodeB should store the message m from NodeA,
carry m when no node encounters and forward m when it encounters NodeC. Schur-
got et al. [SMC11] groups DTN routing protocols into three categories: the first
category of routing protocols concerns the number of messages that should be gen-
erated. The second category concentrates on predictability of message forwarding.
The third category involves the concept of community.
Considering there are a large number of mobile nodes in DTN, the researchers ex-
plore how many messages should be generated for efficient message forwarding.
There are two message forwarding mechanisms. The one is information dissemi-
nation to the whole nodes and the other is to route message from one source node to
the specific destinations. Regarding those message forwarding mechanisms, a num-
ber of routing protocols are developed. The most popular routing protocols include
EPIDEMIC and SnW. Both of those routing protocols spread a number of messages
towards its neighbors and search for the desired destination. The main difference
between them is that the number of messages generated is unlimited in Epidemic
Protocol but fixed in SnW Protocol. With Epidemic Protocol, the node can forward
as many messages as possible, which has higher probability of locating the desired
5destination compared with SnW. However, EPIDEMIC causes serious bandwidth
problems. On the other hand, SnW Protocol does not have bandwidth problems
but may have lower the performance. This is a trade-off between high bandwidth
and good performance on this type of routing protocols.
In order to accelerate locating the desired destination, several routing protocols
utilize the perdiction of future encounters. This category of routing protocols has
two benefits. Firstly, depending on some algorithms, those protocols shorten the
time of message delivery to the desired destination. Secondly, the nodes only store
the crucial pieces of data instead of maintaining the snapshot of the whole con-
text information. In other words, the relayed nodes (the node which the messages
pass by) must store high volume of messages for the efficiency of message deliv-
ery. Those routing protocols assist relayed nodes to save storage. Three routing
protocols involve prediction including PRoPHET [SOK13], MaxProp [BGJ06] and
RAPID [BLV07]. According to the history of encounters and transitivity, PRoPHET
algorithm can be used by the nodes to find the shortest path to the desired destina-
tion. The procedure is simple: each node maintains information concerning delivery
predictability of encountered nodes. When a pair of nodes encounter each other,
they will exchange messages and utilize PRoPHET algorithm to update own data.
For MaxProp, it classifies the whole messages in various priority levels. The mes-
sage with lower hop count has the higher delivery likelihood. With the assistance
of acknowledgement, the MaxProp improves the delivery likelihood and reduces la-
tency. RAPID enables the nodes to calculate the utility, which is a function of
inter-meeting rate between nodes at the packet level. This utility allows the nodes
to exchange route information so as to improve the performance.
The last category of routing protocols is based on community, namely community-
based protocols. The community comprises of the nodes which have the common
interest. With the help of the similar interest, it is easier for the nodes to locate
the desired destination. Some examples of community-based protocols are HiBOp
[PCP08], SimBet (SimBetTS) [DAL09] and BUBBLE (BUBBLE-B) [HCY11]. The
ones in parenthesis are the updated version of the original ones. HiBOp is a history-
based opportunistic routing protocol. Based on the history of encountered nodes,
the node can select the shortest path to the target node. SimBet calculates a utility
which is based on the similarity of the community. The utility enables the nodes to
deliver the message towards the encountered node which has the highest priority.
BUBBLE requires each node to calculate a utility based on community. Each node
has unique rank information. The global and local values result from the rank
6information. The encountered nodes with higher global value and local value assist
the node to locate the desired destination.
2.2.2 Epidemic Routing Protocol
Considering the characteristics of intermittent connectivity and dynamic network
partitioning in DTN, the simple and efficient solution to this problem is a design
based on broadcast. Amin Vahdat [VAH00] proposed an approach, namely Epidemic
Routing Protocol (EPIDEMIC). EPIDEMIC aims to maximize the probability of
locating the target node. The fundamental idea of Epidemic Protocol is simple: One
node delivers a copy of message to every node it encounters. The encountered node
makes another copy of message and forwards the copy to each encountered node
until the message is delivered to the desired destination.
Figure 2: Epidemic Routing Protocol
7Figure 2 indicates a sketch map of EPIDEMIC. The node A wants to transmit the
message to the node D. The first step, the node A passes the message to the nodes
that it encounters, which are the nodes from B1 to B5. The nodes (B1 to B5) store
the mesages and then pass the message to the nodes that they encounter, which
are the nodes from C1 to C6. After that, when the node C6 encounters the node
D, it realizes that the node D is the desired destination. The message delivery is
completed.
The crucial design of EPIDEMIC is the operations between two encountering nodes.
There are one message buffer and one host cache in each node implemented with
EPIDEMIC. The message buffer is used for storing the messages that originates from
the local node and the messages that are exchanged from the other nodes. When
the message buffer is full, the node automatically discards outdated messages. The
management strategy of message buffer is first-in-first-out (FIFO). The host cache
is designated for avoiding establishing redundant connection with the nodes that
the node encounters recently.
EPIDEMIC is simple and efficient. The main drawback of EPIDEMIC is that it
may cause serious bandwidth problem.
2.2.3 Spray and Wait Routing Protocol
EPIDEMIC mentioned above is an efficient routing protocol but may degrade the
performance due to bandwidth problem. The single-copy routing algorithm [SPR08]
is the one that only generates one message for delivery in DTN. Obviously, it is
difficult to locate the desired destination only depending on one message. The SnW
[SPR08] overcomes those shortages and achieves the goals including performing fewer
transmission compared with flooding based routing protocol like Epidemic Protocol,
delivering the message to the desired destination faster than the single-copy routing
algorithm and delivering the majority of the messages that are generated.
There are two phases included in SnW. One is called spray, which the node gener-
ates a limited number of messages and delivers the messages to the node when it
encounters. The other is called wait, which means that the encountered nodes store
the message until it meets the desired destination. The benefits of SnW is to strictly
control the number of messages remaining in network.
Figure 3 shows that a sketch map of SnW. The node wants to deliver the message
to the node D. We assume that the number of copies of message is 5. The node A
8Figure 3: Spray and Wait Routing Protocol
generates 5 copies of message and delivers the copies to a group of nodes (B1 to B5).
Then the nodes B encounter any nodes (C1 to C10). Considering the fact that the
nodes (C1 to C10) are not the desired destination, the nodes (B1 to B5) will not
forward the messages to the the nodes (C1 to C10). Then the node B5 encounters
the node D. The routing process is completed.
2.3 Community based protocols
2.3.1 Distance-based ProPHET
ProPHET [SOK13] routing protocol uses its delivery predictability of encountered
node to select and forward bundles to its neighbor node without considering their
distance. Even if two or more neighbor nodes have the equal delivery predictability,
the distance between those nodes to the source node varies due to high node mobility.
9That is the reason why the Distance-based Probabilistic Routing Protocol using
History of Encounters and Transitivity (DiProPHET) has been proposed.
In the proposal of DiPRoPHET, Sok et al. [SOK13] calculate the distance between
two neighbor nodes, which are in communication range, to draw the delivery pre-
dictability metric from fluctuating value and fault forwarding decision. To retrieve
distance value from lower layer of each wireless node, DiProPHET applies a two-ray
ground reflection model. The two-ray ground reflection model considers both the
direct path and a ground reflection path. When ProPHET nodes exchange their
Hello messages in order to update their internal delivery predictability, the distance
between neighbor nodes is calculated by extracting the received power strength of
the message.
With DiProPHET, nodes can forward messages to nearer neighbor nodes whose
signal strength is stronger that it can fasten up the message delivery speed, increase
delivery ratio, and so as decrease delivery delay. In addition, DiProPHET nodes can
also have knowledge of the directions of their neighbors. In terms of the distance
between nodes, DiProPHET can identify which node is nearer and which node can
be regareded as the better forwarder.
2.3.2 BUBBLE Rap
Based on human mobility traces, BUBBLE [HCY11] exploits two social and struc-
tural metrics called centrality and community. BUBBLE is a social-based forwarding
algorithm that utilizes the aforementioned metrics to enhance delivery performance.
Furthermore, the method should be capable of uncovering overlapping communi-
ties and have a high degree of automation. Two centralized community detection
algorithms called K-CLIQUE and weighted network analysis (WNA) are imported.
The K-CLIQUE method satisfies the requirement. The drawbacks of K-CLIQUE is
that it is designed for binary graphs, which requires storing the edges of the contact
graphs in the mobility traces to use the method. On the other hand, it is difficult to
choose an optimum threshold manually. For WNA, the benefit is that it can work
on weighted graphs directly but does not need thresholding or detecting overlapping
communities. Thus, BUBBLE involves both K-CLIQUE and WNA: they each have
useful features that complement each other.
There are different levels of popularity in human society. For example, people work-
ing in the same company can meet each other more frequently. The employment
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of heterogeneity in popularity can help design more efficient forwarding strategies.
BUBBLE prefer to choose popular hubs as relays rather than unpopular ones. Cen-
trality of each node is calculated as follows: First step is to flood a large number
of emulations with various uniformly distributed traffic patterns created using the
HaggleSim emulator. Second step is to count the number of times a node acts as a
relay for other nodes on all the shortest delay deliveries. Here BUBBLE only counts
the delivery with the shortest delay among different paths for the same message to
be delivered to the destination.
The algorithm which makes use of this rich heterogeneity is as follows: WAIT is an
algorithm that holds a message until the sender encounters the recipient directly,
which represents the lower bound for delivery cost. WAIT is the only single-copy
algorithm. FLOOD is an algorithm in which the messages are flooded in the network
setting the upper bound for delivery and cost. Multiple-Copy-multiple-hoP (MCP)
is an algorithm that multiple copies are sent subject to a time-to-live hop count limit
on the propagation of messages. The reason why BUBBLE involves MCP is that
the 4-copy-4-hop MCP scheme is the most cost-effective scheme in terms of delivery
ratio and cost for all naive schemes among most of the data sets by exhaustive
emulations..
2.3.3 DelQue
DelQue [FCD11], shorthand for delegation query, which is a two-hop delegation
query scheme that integratedly must be considering query and response to save
network energy in terms of the number of involved relays.
DelQue exploits the social utility of each neighbor to represent its capability to re-
spond to interesting information query. Furthermore, it presents a spatial-temporal
prediction method of user mobility to compute neighbors utility. Such a lightweight
forecasting technique only requires network users to maintain two parameters, mak-
ing it suitable for a resource-scarce mobile setting.
DelQue is in a two-hop and closed-loop form, i.e., relays take charge of both querying
the relevant interesting information and getting it back to the source. To identify
the best relays, DelQue exploits the forecasting technique to predict user mobility
based on the semi-Markov model. Therefore, the energy cost can be decreased, and
the source can ensure high system performance with only local knowledge.
In contrast with prior predicting algorithms, which mainly focus on estimating the
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probability of contact, regardless of the contact time, DelQue presents a spatial- tem-
poral prediction of user mobility based on a time-homogeneous semi-Markov process
to determine the probabilities of contact for each time unit. The semi- Markov model
does not require the storage of the entire history but only two critical parameters,
i.e., transition probability matrix and sojourn time probability distributions.
2.4 Seeker-assisted Search
Epidemic Routing Procotol and SnW are commonly used in DTN. The problems
solved by those routing protocols are which node the message will be forwarded to
and how to deliver the message. Assume there is a new situation: the node attempts
to seek for a specific content in DTNs, how could we solve this problem? The
best idea is to design a search scheme involving those routing protocols. Therefore,
Bayhan et al. [BHK07] propose a new search scheme, namely Seeker-assisted Search
(SAS) scheme [BHK07], in order to locate the content.
Figure 4: A message-based prototype for SAS
Figure 4 depicts the prototype for SAS. The node A does not contain content and
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initializes a query message to look for the specific content. Then the query message
reaches the node B, which checks the local storage and finds out that it has the spe-
cific content and then delivers the content as the response message to the node A.
SAS involves two crucial factors: seeker and geo-community. Seeker is a type of node
that assists the original node to locate the content faster. The geo-community logi-
cally divides the network into several communities. Each of communities comprises
of the nodes sharing the common interest.
The fundamental idea of SAS is to temporarily increase the number of seekers which
carry the query messages and raise the number of tagged nodes (tagged seeker node)
which carry the contents. With assistance of seeker and tagged seeker node, it
improves the likelihood of locating the content.
There are five node types in SAS, including Searching node, Seeker node, Passive
node, Tagged node and Tagged Seeker node. Searching node initializes a search in
DTN. It generates a fixed number of query messages and delivers those messages
to the nodes that it encounters. Passive node is the node that neither holds the
query messages nor carries the contents. Tagged node is the node that carries the
contents. When the query message reaches Tagged node, Tagged node returns a
response message to Searching node. Seeker node is the node that assists Searching
node to find the specific content efficiently by carrying the query message. It does
not have the desired content. Tagged seeker node is the one that holds the content
and carries the query message simultaneously.
Figure 5 depicts a SAS. There are two communities in the SAS: community 1 and
community 2. In each community, there are five nodes: Searching node (S), Pas-
sive node (P), Seeker node (Sk), Tagged node (T) and Tagged Seeker node (TS).
For intra-community meetings in community 1, assume that a query message is
generated by S1. When S1 encounters P1, P1 becomes a seeker node. When Sk1
encounters P1, P1 becomes a seeker node. When T1 encounters Sk1, Sk1 becomes
a tagged seeker node. When TS1 encounters Sk1, Sk1 becomes tagged seeker node.
If S1 encounters T1, the search is completed. For inter-community meetings in
community1 and community2, a query message is generated from S1. When S1
encounters P2, S1 becomes a passive node and P2 becomes a seeker node.
There are some similarities between SAS and SnW. Both of them initialize a fixed
number of the messages. For SnW, the number of the nodes that contain the query
messages is fixed. The search is completed only if the nodes that contain the query
messages meet the node that carries the content. However, in SAS, the number of
13
Figure 5: A SAS scheme in DTN
the nodes that contain the query messages is a variable. The reason is that when
the seeker node encounters the passive node, the passive node becomes the seeker
node. Furthermore, Spray and wait Routing Protocol is intended for unidirectional
communication.[BHK07] One node generates the message and forwards it to the
nodes that the node encounters. When the message reaches the desired destination,
the communication is finished. However, there is bidirectional communication, the
searching node forwards the query message to the tagged node. When the tagged
node receives the query message and sends the reponse message back to the search-
ing node. The search is completed. The concept of geo-community is a crucial
component in SAS. The nodes that share the common interest are located in the
same community. It is faster and more efficient for the nodes in one community to
find the required content.
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2.5 Simulation tools
Considering selecting a proper DTN simulator to implement SAS and its extension,
the ONE simulator [KER08] is regarded as the best option. The ONE simulator
is shorthand for Opportunistic Network Environment simulator. Unlike other DTN
simulators, such as, ns2 [FAL07] and DTNsim2 [CLC09] based simulators, which
only involve routing simulation, the ONE includes mobility modeling, DTN routing
and visualization in one package. It is extensible, which enables users to develop
and implement various routing algorithms on DTN environment. Additionally, it
provides a rich set of reporting and analyzing modules concerning message forward-
ing.
2.5.1 Reasons for choosing the ONE simulator
Despite the fact that there are multiple simulators that can be chosen, the ONE
simulator is considered as the best option for doing research on DTNs. For exam-
ple, the ns [ISS11], shorthand for network simulator, concentrates on discrete-event
network. There are three versions in ns series, including ns1, ns2 and ns3. This net-
work simulator is designed for Mobile Ad Hoc Network (MANET) [BRG99] instead
of supporting DTN.
There are three advantages of the ONE simulator. The main benefits of the ONE
simulator are that it can both use input data that tells the routing protocols when
a network link between two DTN nodes is up or down, and mobility data can be
generated by random process. In addition, the real-world traces can be imported
into ONE to achieve the property of reality. The existing traces, like dtnsim, have
low spatial and temporal granularity. It is the reason why we need to simulate the
movement of the nodes and derive contact information from that. With the assis-
tance of the ONE simulator, the temporal and spatial granularity can be set as high
as possible for good simulation. The third advantage of the ONE simulator is that
it provides a Graphical User Interface (GUI). Despite the fact that we have designed
a good algorithm for a movement model, it is hard for us to prove correctness if we
only have batch mode. The GUI is an effective tool to solve the problem.
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2.5.2 Logical structure of the ONE simulator
The ONE simulator is capable of movement modeling, routing simulation, visual-
ization and reporting. Movement modeling can be achieved by either on-demand
utilizing the integrated movement models or movement data can be imported from
the external source. The core of the ONE simulator is an agent-based discrete event
simulator, which is similar to ns. It utilizes time slicing method to enforce simulta-
neous movement and routing simulation so as to make it more suitable and efficient.
The time slicing can be complemented by scheduling update requests between the
fixed time steps for higher simulation time resolution. There are multiple types of
agents in the simulations. The users are allowed to configure the simulations with
public transportation, such as trams. The agents, which are also called nodes, are
grouped in node groups and each of them shares a set of common parameters such
as message buffer size, radio range and mobility model.
Mobility models dictate how the nodes move during the simulation. There are three
types of mobility models implemented in the ONE simulator. Firstly, the ONE
simulator includes the basic Random Waypoint movement model. In this model,
the nodes are allowed to move randomly in a certain area. Secondly, the ONE
simulator provides multiple map-based movement models which the node movement
requires predetermined paths so as to enforce the reality of mobility scenarios. The
map data accepted by map-based movement model is the format of Well Known
Text (WKT), which is an ASCII based format that is widely used in Geographic
Information System (GIS) programs. In the map-based movement model, the nodes
are only allowed to move along the roads or walkways in the map area. Thirdly,
the external mobility model accepts a number of timestamped coordinates as the
input and moves the simulated nodes accordingly. For example, this model can be
used with GPS traces of real users or synthetic mobility traces generated by other
programs.
While the mobility models decide where the nodes should move next, the routing
modules decide the final desired destination which the messages end up with. The
ONE simulator has a passive routing module that can be used for interaction with
external DTN routing simulators. The passive routing module can be used as an
interface to other DTN routing simulators. The timestamped information about
message related events (creating, relaying and removing messages) as the output
provided by the ONE simulator can be used as the input for the ONE to ana-
lyze and visualize. The active routing modules included in the ONE simulator are
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First Contact, Direct Delivery, Spray and Wait (normal and binary), Epidemic,
PRoPHET and MAXProp. When two nodes encounter and there is a chance to
exchange messages, all the routing modules first check if they have any messages
that are destined for the other node, it declines receiving it and other messages can
be tried. Considering that the routing modules, such as Direct Delivery and First
Contact, are quite simple and have less relationship with SAS simulation, we should
pay more attention to the SnW and the Epidemic routing modules. The basic ideas
of the SnW and the Epidemic routing modules have been explained above. One
thing that should be mentioned is the difference between normal mode and binary
mode of the SnW routing module. In SnW, one node that has more than one copy
of the message left, can give either one copy to another node (normal mode) or half
of the copies (the binary mode). If the node has only one single copy of the message
left, it is transmitted only to the final recipient. By using a different amount of
initial copies, SnW can balance between high diffusion of messages and excessive use
of resources.
In order to interact with other programs, it provides the mechanisms to import
message and connectivity related events to the simulation. The external events
framework is designated for this. There are two methods to import events to the
ONE simulator: trace files and event generator modules. Trace file is a simple text
file that has timestamped events such as creating a message, removing a message
from the message buffer or setting up a new connection. Event generator modules
are Java classes that can dynamically create the same events as the trace files. The
ONE simulator is capable of supporting multiple simultaneous event generators and
their events are automatically interleaved in the simulation.
While the external events provide input for the simulation, the most essential output
is generated by the report modules. Report modules can register to a certain type
of connection, message, movement relevant to events. The report modules usually
either write information about the event to a report output file if it was related
or just store the information to an internal data structure for creating a summary
when the simulation is completed.
The running simulations of the ONE simulator include two different modes: batch
mode and GUI mode. The GUI mode is especially useful for testing, debugging and
demonstration purposes. The batch mode can be used for running a large amount
of simulations with various sets of parameters.
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2.5.3 Software architecture
The ONE simulator is written in JAVA programming language. The core compo-
nents of the ONE simulator, such as classes presenting a DTN host or a connection,
are in the core package. GUI-related classes are in the gui package. The ui package
stores generic user interface class and the text-based console class. The (G)UI class
instantiate SimScenario and World classes from the core package which in turn cre-
ates instances of routing modules from the routing package and movement models
from the movement package.
All movement models extend the MovementModel class which provides the interface
for requesting a new path for a node and asking when the next path is available.
The subclasses provide various implementations for these and implement this way
various modes of movement, including MapBasedMovement class.
The routing package has a similar structure as the movement package. All routing
modules must extend the MessageRouter class which provides the basic interface and
functionality for routing modules. The ActiveRouter class provides several utility
functions that all the active routing modules use simultaneously. The PassiveRouter
class does not need those, as it is inherited directly from the MessageRouter.
3 Implementation of Seeker-assisted Search
3.1 Implementation of SAS in one community
In this section, I describe how to implement SAS within one community. I outline
the SAS implementation in three aspects. The first aspect explains the design of
SAS project. The second aspect shows node structure and routing issues concerning
message forwarding. The third aspect indicates some parameters that allows the
users to set for specify the scenario.
3.1.1 Design
The design of SAS implementation is similar to the procedure of generating a func-
tion, which contains three steps: input, function and output. The input step enables
the users to define the rules of function. In other words, users can specify several
parameters, such as, simulation name, the total number of nodes and running time.
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The function defines how the simulation should operate, like, event generator. The
last step (ouput) shows the result of simulation. The message state (the number
of created messages, the number of delivered messages and the number of aborted
messages) will be printed.
Section 2.2 describes various existing DTN routing protocols: message-based pro-
tocols, prediction-based protocols and community-based protocols. EPIDEMIC and
SnW have been implemented as the default configurations of the ONE simulator.
My first thought of implementing SAS is to utilize SnW as the template. Section
2.4 presents the theory of SAS. The main difference between DTN routing protocols
and SAS is that SAS involves content concept but DTN routing protocols do not.
The routing protocols only define how to forward messages in the network. In other
words, the nodes know the destination address before forwarding the message. For
example, a node denoted Source Node attempts to forward a message to the node
denoted by Destination Node. The source address and destination address are in-
cluded in the message. When the message has been delivered to the encountered
node, it will extract the message and compares its own address with the destination
address in the message. If they are the same, the search is completed. Otherwise,
the message will be delivered to another node until message TTL is expired or the
destination has been reached.
The procedure of SAS is quite different. There are two phases (query phase and
response phase) in SAS. The query phase is that Searching node forwards a fixed
number of query messages to seek for the specific content and the response phase is
that Tagged node returns the content to Searching node. The query phase comple-
tion is decided by the specific content having been found or not. When Searching
node forwards the query message, the destination address is unknown. On the con-
trary, the response phase completion is decided by the destination address having
been located or not. Thus, I develop two mechanisms to implement SAS.
Another issue that should be considered is the number of the query messages gener-
ated from Searching node. The operation of the SAS is similar to SnW. According to
SnW implemented in the One simulator, the users are allowed to specify the number
of the query messages. There are two modes in SnW. One is denoted by binary mode
(one node will deliver half of query messages when encountering another node), the
other is denoted by normal mode (one node will deliver only one of query messages
when encountering another node). The latter mode serves in SAS. To simplify im-
plementation of routing protocols, I only assume that one community exists in the
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SAS simulation.
3.1.2 Routing
The section above explains the difference between SAS and DTN routing protocols.
There are several steps that should be done to accomplish implementation of routing
procedure of SAS on the ONE simulator. The first step to establish a simplest system
model of SAS. Then I compare the model with existing DTN routing protocols and
select one of those routing protocols as the prototype. The last step is to modify
the code of the prototype.
In order to describe the system model more clearly, I name the node implemented
with SAS as SASRouter. There are several components in SASRouter.
(1) message buffer : This buffer is used to store query messages generated by itself.
When encountering with other SASRouters, it will forward the messages to message
cache.
(2) content buffer : This buffer is used to store a list of paired data concerning
the content. The paired data include two fields: contentID and nodeType(such as,
Passive node). This design is essential for SAS since how to update nodeType is
decided by whether the node holds the specific content.
(3) message cache: This cache is used to store outgoing and incoming messages.
Additionally, it decides what messages should be forwarded or discarded. The com-
ponents called message listener is used to trace those messages.
Four message types exist in SAS:
(1) query message: This message is used to query the node whether it contains the
specific content.
(2) response message: This message is used by the node to response a query message.
(3) update message: This message is delivered by tagged node to seeker node, which
is used to update the value of node type from seeker node to tagged seeker node.
(4) self-response message: This message is designed for one purpose, which is that
the node responses to the query messages generated by itself. This type of messages
should be discarded.
Figure 6 depicts the message format in SAS. There are six fields stored in one mes-
sage: MessageType, TargetContent, CurrentNodeType, QueryMessageHops, Nu-
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Figure 6: Message format in SAS scheme
mOfSeeker and PreviousHop. The MessageType field defines the message type,
such as, query message. The TargetContent field is defined for the content identi-
fier that the message is relevant to. For query message, the targetContent field is
for what kind of content identifier the message is looking for. For response mes-
sage, the targetContent field is for which content identifier has been found. The
CurrentNodeType field stores nodeType which holds this message. For instance,
Searching node generates a query message. Before the query message is delivered
from the searching node, the CurrentNodeType field should be Searching node. The
QueryMessageHops field stores the path that the message has been through. The
NumOfSeeker field stores the number of nodes that this message has passed. The
PreviousHop field stores the node identifier which the message comes from instead
of the node that originally generates the message.
The routing procedure of SAS is as follows. I assume that one SASRouter, namely
nodeA, searches a specific content. At first, it scans its own content buffer. If the
content exists, the search is completed. Otherwise, it updates nodeType concerning
the specific content from Passive node to Searching node. According to SAS, the
node is allowed to generate a fixed number of query messages. Those query messages
are stored in the message buffer. When encountering another SASRouter (nodeB),
Searching node (nodeA) forwards one of the query messages in the message cache to
nodeB. NodeB receives and extracts the query message for identifying which content
the nodeA is looking for. Then nodeB consults own content buffer to check whether
it has the content. If the specific content existss, nodeB generates a response message
and sends it back to the nodeA. The search is completed. If the specific content is
not found in the content buffer of nodeB, nodeB updates nodeType in the content
buffer from Passive node to Seeker node. Then the query message will be stored in
the message buffer of the nodeB. When encountering another SASRouter (nodeC),
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the nodeB forwards the query message to the nodeC. The nodeC will do the same
operations as the nodeB unless the specific content is found. When the tagged
node (or tagged seeker node) is found, the node generates two type of messages.
One message, namely response message, is sent back to Searching node. The other,
namely update message, is sent back to the seeker node which updates node type
from seeker node to Tagged Seeker node.
The description above is the mechanism that the messages are forwarded in the
simulation environment. In addition, this section explains how to implement SAS.
The essential component of SAS is the content. I define a class called SAScontent,
which is responsible for managing the whole operations relevant to the content. The
variable called totalContentNumber is the number of contents that is stored in one
community. The method called GenerateContent is for generating the content for
one community.
Figure 7: UML for implementing SAS
Figure 7 indicates the relationship between classes. MessageRouter class is the su-
perclass of ActiveRouter class and ActiveRouter is the superclass of SASRouter
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class. SAScontent class is defined in a unique package called SAS. Three classes
are defined in the routing package: MessageRouter class, ActiveRouter class and
SASRouter (SprayAndWaitRouter class is the prototype of SASRouter class). Mes-
sageRouter class provides the basic functions and interfaces for routing modules.
Those default basic functions include message buffer size, sending queue type (ran-
dom and fifo) and message listener. The message listener is used for tracing the
incoming and outgoing messages. ActiveRouter class provides many utility func-
tions that currently all active routing modules use. For example, ActiveRouter class
defines how to forward messages when there are multiple connections. SprayAnd-
WaitRouter class defines how to forward messages based on the SnW.
For MessageRouter class, there are several parts that should be modified. In vari-
able definition, the node type and message type should be defined. The node type
includes Passive node, Tagged node, Seeker node and Tagged Seeker node. The
message type contains query message, response message, update message and self-
response message. Each node in SAS should establish a content buffer to store
content identifier and each content identifier should be bound with relevant node-
Type, which assists the node to consult whether this node has the specific content.
When the nodes are initialized in the simulation environment, the contents must be
generated and the content buffer should be established. The default content identi-
fier should be Passive node or Tagged node, since there is no query message when
the simulation initializes. The createNewMessage method defined in MessageRouter
class is used to create a new message in one node. Before the message is generated,
the node randomly generates a content identifier and check whether the nodeType of
the content identifier in the content buffer is Passive node. If the content identifier
exists, the type of the generated message is self-response message. If the content
identifier does not exist, the type of the generated message is query message. The
messageTransferred method defined in MessageRouter class is used to handle the
receiving message in one node. When the message arrives the node, the first step
for the node is to check the message type. If the message type is query message, the
node will check that the node type of the content identifier in the content buffer is
Tagged node or Tagged Seeker node. If the answer is yes, the search is completed.
The FinalRecipient is used for deciding whether the node is the final recipient. In
this situation, the isFinalRecipient will be set to true. If the answer is no and the
node type of the specific content identifier in the content buffer is Passive node, the
nodeType of the specific content will change to Seeker node. When the node receives
a message, whose type is response message or update message, isFinalRecipient is
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set to true, since the response message and update message are one-hop delivery.
The messageTransferred method defined in ActiveRouter class shows how to gen-
erate an update message (used to update nodeType of SASRouter) or a response
message. Since the behaviors of the query messages are similar to the messages in
SnW, SprayAndWaitRouter should be redefined.
3.1.3 Simulation model
In this section, I introduce three aspects of running environment: the parameters
for input, the simulation environment and reporting. There are several parameters
that should be configured before simulating:
ScenarioName: This parameter defines the title of SAS simulation.
GroupNode: This parameter defines the name of SAS node.
nofHost : This parameter defines the total number of nodes in SAS simulation.
nofReport : This parameter specifies the number of reports that will be generated in
the SAS simulation.
TotalContent : This parameter represents the total number of contents stored in all
the nodes.
Content : This parameter represents the number of contents in one node.
TotalCommunity : This parameter represents the total number of communities in
the network. The community is organized by a group of nodes that has the same
interest.
Community : This parameter represents how many communities the specific node
belongs to.
nofseeker : This parameter is shorthand for number of seekers. It defines the number
of seekers that can be created for one search.
When the nodes are initialized in the simulation environment, the information stored
in content database will be displayed. The default node type for each content is
Tagged node or Passive node. The default simulation area is Helsinki map.
Figure 8 depicts the GUI graph of the ONE simulator. The number of seeker is set
to 8. The total number of contents is 10. The simulation time is 10000 seconds.
The number of the nodes in the simulation area is 125.
The following reports are generated from SAS simulation.
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Figure 8: The GUI of the ONE simulator
MessageStatsReport : This report records all the simulation information. It includes
simTime (The time spent on SAS simulation), messageStatus (the number of mes-
sages that are created, relayed, aborted, dropped and removed), deliveryProbability
(the probability of messages having been delivered), responseProbability (the prob-
ability that a query receives a response), hopCountAverage (the average number of
hops), and rttAverage (the average round trip time).
DeliveredMessageReport : This report records the list of all the delivered messages.
It includes the time that the message is generated, the message identifier, the deliv-
ered time, the identifier of the node that generates the message, the identifier of the
node that receives the message and the path that the message has been delivered.
For analyzing the performance of SAS, I implement three reports, which indi-
cate whether the performance is improved when the number of seekers increases.
Three reports include SeekerVSCompleteTimes, SeekerVSCompleteSAS and Seek-
erVSOverheadSAS. SeekerVSCompleteTimes shows comparison between SAS and
SnW in term of complete time per each search. SeekerVSCompleteSAS shows com-
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parison between SAS and SnW in term of the number of completed search. Seek-
erVSOverheadSAS shows comparison between SAS and SnW in term of message
overhead.
TaggedseekerVSCompleteTime: Effect of completed time per each search with vari-
ous number of tagged seekers.
3.2 Implementation of SAS in multiple communities
3.2.1 Design
The default simulation environment of the ONE is not suitable for SAS simulation.
The reason is that SAS involves geo-community, which requires dividing the whole
nodes into several communities. The ONE simulator does not provide some libraries
relevant to community. Each node should contain those properties: Firstly, several
nodes in the same community should be bound in a certain region. Secondly, each
node is free to move among multiple communities.
According to the description above, I design a new simulation environment and
content distribution. The new simulation environment utilizes our university map
as the template. There are four campuses: city center campus, Kumpula campus,
Meilahti campus and Vikki campus. We assume each campus as one community.
The mobile devices used by students from different nodes can be regarded as the
nodes. The content is the materials used by various faculties. For example, our
Kumpula campus homes Faculty of Science. People in Kumpula campus have the
same interest in science.
When initializing the nodes, we randomly assign contents to different nodes for
reality of SAS simulation. There is another problem that should be solved. How
can we decide which node should be allocated to the community? The nodes having
similar contents are assigned to the same community. For example, the contents
concerning science are allocated to Kumpula campus. The contents concerning
medicine are allocated to Meilahti campus. Assuming that several contents from four
communities have been allocated to the node, the node belongs to which community
decided by the highest number of contents coming from which community. For
instance, we define a new node. The node stores 2 contents from the Kumpula
campus, 4 contents from the Vikki campus, 3 contents from the Meilahti campus
and 1 content from the city center campus. Obviously, the number of the contents
from the Vikking campus is higher than the others. Therefore, we can assign this
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node to the Vikki campus.
3.2.2 Movement model
The fundamental idea of implementing SAS in multiple communities is to divide
one domain into several sub-domain. The movement of nodes has some restrictions:
the node belonging to one sub-domain is allowed to move to any coordinate in its
sub-domain. It has very few chance to move to other sub-domains. According to
this requirement, I select Random Waypoint movement model.
I set up a simulation environment, which has been divided into four sub-domains.
Each sub-domain stands for one community. When the simulation environment
has been initialized, each node has the default community. To control that the
nodes belonging to the same community have higher probability of meeting each
other, I define a parameter about the probabilities of node’s occurrence in different
communities. For instance, there is one node belonging to the community 1. After
a short time interval, the probability that the node occurs in the same community
(community 1) is 0.7.
Figure 9: Graph of simulation environment
Figure 9 indicates the simple graph of simulation environment. The community
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1 covers the area (x-coordinate from 0 to 100, y-coordinate from 0 to 100). The
community 2 covers the area (x-coordinate from 100 to 200, y-coordinate from 0 to
100). The community 3 covers the area (x-coordinate from 100 to 200, y-coordinate
from 100 to 200). The community 4 covers the area (x-coordinate from 0 to 100,
y-coordinate from 100 to 200). To explain the movement model more clearly, I
assume there are only two nodes in the simulation environment. One is called Node
A (the default community is community 1), the other is called Node B (the default
community is community 4). The node is allowed to move to any coordinates in
the graph. The percentage number followed by node name defines the probability
of node’s occurrence in which community after a short time interval. For node A: It
generates a random number between 1 and 100. If the number is between 1 and 70,
the node A can move to any coordinate in community 1. If the number is between
70 and 80, the node A moves to any coordinate in community 2. If the number is
between 80 and 90, the node A moves to any coordinate in community 3. If the
number is between 90 and 100, the node A moves to any coordinate in community
4.
For node B: it works as the same as the node A. The only difference is that when
the random number belongs to (70, 80), the node B moves to any coordinate in
community 4. The number belongs to (80, 90), the node B moves to any coordi-
nate in community 1. The number belongs to (90, 100), the node B moves to any
coordinate in community 2.
3.2.3 Generating community
SAS involves the concept of community. Thus, the section describes how to im-
plement the community in the ONE simulator. The basic idea behind it is that I
generate four communities without overlapping area.
Figure 10 is a graph of one community generated in the ONE simulator. The
community has a unique name, called r. I generate an area for the community r.
There are ten nodes in the community r (from r0 to r9), which are based on Random
Waypoint movement model. In other words, any node is allowed to move to any
place in the circle. In the next part, I explain how to adjust meeting times between
the nodes from various communities by changing the size of overlapping area.
Figure 11 shows two communities (C1 and C2). There are 9 nodes for each com-
munity. The nodes in C1 is one starting with q and the nodes in C2 is one starting
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Figure 10: One community generated in the ONE simulator
with p. Before explaining the theory of adjusting meeting times, I should specify one
concept: The nodes from C1 means the nodes contain a large number of contents
from this community, including the nodes are q1-q9. The nodes in C1 means the
nodes are located in C1. including q1-q9 and p1, p2. The scale of overlapping area
affects the result of SAS simulation. Since the occurrence of the nodes that appear
in any coordinate of community is uniform, we can calculate the number of nodes
in overlapping area by the following formula:
Ao: the size of the overlapping area of two communities (C1 and C2).
Ac: the size of one community (in this model, the size of C1 is equal to C2).
No: the number of nodes from C1 in overlapping area. (q8, q9)
Nc: the number of nodes from C1. (from q1 to q9)
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Figure 11: Implementation of controlling encountered times
Ao
Ac
=
No
Nc
Based on the number of nodes in C1 (q1 to q9 and p1, p2), we can calculate the
probability of nodes encountering the nodes from C1. The aim of calculating the
scale of overlapping area is to provide the exact data, which helps us to analyze
the result of SAS simulation. Section 3.2.1mentioned that we use cluster movement
submodel.
In the last part, I introduce how to calculate the overlapping area between two
circles. In Figure 12, I draw two circles and mark several points. The radii of two
circles are the same. The point P and O are the centers of two circles C1 and C2. The
point B and A are two intersection points between two circles. The point M is the
intersection between the line PO and the line BA. The symbol l represents the length
between the point P and the point Q. The symbol Ao represents the overlapping
area between two circles. The symbol Ap represents the part of the circle (area
BPAO). The symbol Al represents the left overlapping area (area BPAM), which is
half of the overlapping area. The symbol At represents the area of triangle BMO,
which is half of the triangle BMAO (AT ). The symbol Ac represents the area of the
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Figure 12: A graph for how to calculate the overlapping area between two circles
circle. The symbol a represents the angle BOA. The O is the center. Line BO and
line OA are the sides. The basic idea to solve this problem is to calculate the area
BPAM and then multiply it by 2, since the two circle have equal radius. The area
BPAM equals the area BPAO minus the triangle BOA. The formulas of calculating
the overlapping area is as follows:
Ao = (Ap − AT ) ∗ 2
Ap =
a
360o
∗ Ac
AT = (l ∗ sin a) ∗ (l ∗ cos a)/2 ∗ 2
According to the theory mentioned above, we calculate the probability by dividing
the blue part in left figure by the circle. I provide three options for simulation (0.33,
0.50 and 0.66). The 0.33 represents the overlapping area occupies in the whole circle
is one third. The 0.5 represents the overlapping area occupies in the whole circle
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is 0.5 probability. The 0.66 represents the overlapping area occupies in the whole
circle is two thirds probability.
3.2.4 Generating configuration file
There are several parameters that should be set in the configuration files. The
whole parameters are divided into six groups: scenerio settings, group setting, event
generator setting, movement model setting, report setting and GUI setting.
Some parameters are defined in the scenario setting, including Scenario Name, Sce-
nario Simulate Connections, Scenario Update Interval, Scenario End time and Sce-
nario Group Num. The Scenario Name is used to define the name of scenario. Sce-
nario Simulate Connections decides whether connections between hosts should be
simulated. Scenario Update Interval defines the update interval of simulation time.
The Scenario End time defines how long the simulation will last. The Sce- nario
Group Num decides the number of group in the simulation.
There are some parameters that are defined in the group setting. There are two
ways to define the group: one way is to define the general group and the other is to
define the specific group. The format of defining the general group is to use group
without number. The definition of the specific group is to use group with a number,
such as group1.
The node type in one group needs to be specified. The node type for one group
is different from the one in SAS. The node type in SAS concerns the relationship
between content and node. For example, If the node does not have the specific
content and it will initialize the query messages, it is called searching node. If the
node receives the query message and have the content, it is called tagged seeker
node or tagged node. The nodeType defined in the configuration file includes Epi-
demicRouter, SnWRouter, SASRouter and so on. Each node type has its own way
to route and forward messages. For this simulation, we choose SASRouter. There
are two parameters that should be specified. One is number of copies, which defines
how many query messsages the searching node can generate. The other is called
binary Mode, which defines how the searching node forwards the query messages.
For example, the number of copies parameter is set as 8. If we set binary mode
as true, the node will forward 4 messages to the node when it encounters. If we
set binary mode as false, the node will forward the messages one by one when it
encounters another node.
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The parameter Number Of Hosts is used to define the number of hosts in one commu-
nity. There are several parameters related with contents. They ares Total Content
Number For Simulation, Total Content Number, Initial Content Number and Con-
tent Probability. The parameter called Total Content Number For Simulation is
used to define the total number of contents in the simulation environment. The
parameter called Total Content Number defines the total number of contents in one
specific community. When the users configure the parameter, one thing should be
paid attention to. The sum of all the contents in various communities should equal
to the number of contents in the simulation environment. For simplicity, I involve an
array to define the contents and assign different scale of numbers to specific commu-
nities. For example, the total number of contents for the simulation is 40. The first
community has 10 contents (from content 1 to content 10). The second community
has 10 contents (from content 11 to content 20) and so on. The parameter called
Content Probability is used to define probability of content allocation. For instance,
the nodes in the first community have 0.7 probability of getting contents (from 1 to
10) and 10 percent of chance getting contents from the rest of communities.
Each community is identified with one unique identifier. The parameter involving
group ID is called Group ID. According to users’ various requirements, the ONE
simulator provides multiple submodels concerning Random Waypoint movement
model. I decide to use the cluster movement. The cluster movement belongs to
Random Waypoint movement model, where the coordinates are restricted to circular
area defined by a central point and range. There are two parameters called Cluster
Range and Cluster Center, used to define the range and center point of cluster.
We keep trace of the events provided by the ONE to simulate our SAS. Those
events are provided by the event generator. There are some parameters that define
the behaviors of SAS. The parameter called NumberOfEvents is used to define the
total number of events that are generated. The parameter called Size defines the
scale of message size. The parameter called Hosts define the range of message that
can be delivered from the source address to the destination address. The parameter
called Prefix defines the message ID prefix.
The movement model is used to define the mobility of nodes. For example, the
parameter called World Size is used to define the size of simulation environment.
The parameter called Warm Up defines how long time to move hosts in the world
before real simulation.
The number of reports generated from the ONE is 6. They are two general reports
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(Message status report and Delivered messages report) and four SAS-specific reports
(Seeker VS Complete Time, Seeker VS Complete, Seeker VS Overhead, Tagged
seeker VS Complete Time).
The delivered messages report keeps track of each message, such as, message identi-
fier, hop count, delivery time and path. Message status report contains all the status
information of SAS, including the number of messages that has been dropped, the
number of messages that has been delivered.
3.2.5 Simulation model
I run the multiple communities on the ONE simulator. There are four communities.
There are some parameters that allow users to customize:
groupID : Each group has a specific group identifier.
movementModel : This parameter allows users to specify the movement model of
each community.
contentprobability : This parameter allows users to specify the fraction of contents
generated from local community VS from all the communities.
clusterCenter : Since a community is presented as a cluster (a circle) in the simu-
lation, the default radius is 100. the location of cluster center can be defined as
(x-axis, y-axis).
The graph is as follows:
Figure 13 indicates an example of SAS implementation in multiple communities.
The setting is as follows: The total number of communities is 4. The identifier for
each community is p, q, r and b separately. The number of seeker is defined as
8. The movement model of each node is Random Waypoint movement model. The
running time of simulation is 10000s. I assign 40 contents to the whole communities.
Each community gets 10 of them. The contentprobability (content distribution for
the local community) is 0.7. According to Figure 13, the nodes whose name starts
with p are located in the upper-left corner, only a few moves to other corners. The
nodes whose name starts with other letters have similar location distribution.
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Figure 13: The GUI graph of multiple communities on the ONE simulator
3.3 Extension of Seeker-assisted Search
In the previous section, I define how to implement SAS when there are two commu-
nities without overlapping membership. This section explores how to extend SAS
to more than two communities with overlapping membership. The proxies are the
nodes locating at the boundary of community, which belongs to multiple communi-
ties. To deliver message from one node (community1) to another node (community
2) more efficiently, I should find the shortest path between those two nodes by se-
lecting the proper proxies. There are two problems that should be solved in this
section:
(1) What types of nodes can act as the proxy between communities (overlapping
areas among multiple communities)? How can we detect them?
(2) Each node should collect some information concerning the proxies. How can the
node collect those information?
Detecting and selecting the proxy is based on two metrics: the history of encountered
times and the shortest distance (the shortest path). The history of encountered times
enables the node to identify which node has been contacted more frequently and the
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shortest distance allows the node to realize which node should be contacted due to
low cost. To utilize the history of encountered times is simple, each node maintain
a list of the proxies.
According to Section 3.1, we know that the searching node (node A) receives a
response message when the search is completed. In the response message, there
is a field called QueryMessageHops, which stores the path of QueryMessageHops.
When the node A (in community1) receives a number of response messages coming
from another community (community2), the node A will identify which proxies the
messages go through more frequently. Once the node A wants to forward a message
to community2, it will deliver the message to some specific proxy firstly and then
forwards to the desired node containing the content. This is the fundamental idea
how to detect and select the proper proxies in order to find the shortest path between
two nodes.
Figure 14: Find a shortest path to the proxy in overlapping area
Figure 14 is a sketch depicting how to find a shortest path to the proxy in overlap-
ping area. There are two communities (C1 and C2) in the figure. The nodes whose
name starts with C1 belong to community C1 and so do those nodes belonging to
community C2. The nodes whose name start with C12 are in the overlapping area
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between two communities. The C1-1 node is the searching node and the C2-1 node
is the tagged node. The links between the nodes are not the permanent connec-
tions. For example, C1-1 establishes a connection with C1-2 and the connection
is discarded. Then a connection between C1-2 and C1-4 is established. According
to Figure 14, there are three paths that query messages can be delivered to the
C12-1 node: from C1-1 to C12-1 via C1-2, C1-4, C1-6 or via C1-5, C1-6 or via C1-8.
Obviously, the path via C1-8 is the shortest path.
According to the history of encounters and transitivity about neighbors, PRoPHET
algorithm can be regarded as a candidate for finding the shortest path to the desired
destination. PRoPHET algorithm has been introduced in Chapter 2, which concen-
trates on prediction of message forwarding. The delivery predictability calculation of
PRoPHET algorithm includes three parts: the delivery predictability metric will be
updated whenever nodes encounter, the delivery predictability will be discarded if a
pair of nodes does not encounter for a moment of time and the factor of transtivity
(If node A encounters node B frequently and node B encounters node C frequently,
the node A can be regarded as a good candidate to forward messages to node C).
The main drawbacks of PRoPHET algorithm is frequent message exchange which
may cause serious bandwidth problem. There are two phases during the time of
nodes encountering: the first step is to exchange hello message which for exchanging
delivery predictability value to update internal predictablity value and the second
step is to exchange bundle information (query messages or response messages stored
in internal storage) between nodes.
4 Performance analysis
Section 3 has introduced how to implement SAS on the ONE simulator, this chapter
analyzes the performance of SAS. I will analyze the performance from two aspects:
one-community and multiple-community. One-community is for proving the effi-
ciency of increasing the number of contents’ carriers. Multiple-community is for
analyzing the influence of multiple community on the design of SAS.
4.1 Performance analysis for one-community
To make the result more reasonable, I implement a scheme called Spray and Wait
scheme for comparing with SAS. Spray and Wait scheme is unidirectional communi-
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cation including query phase and response phase. The procedure of query phase in
Spray and Wait scheme is based on SnW except one difference, which is the nodes
implemented with Spray and Wait scheme are looking for some specific contents in-
stead of some specific nodes. The main difference between Spray and Wait scheme
and SAS is that SAS involves the feature of increasing the number of content carrier
(Tagged Seeker node) but Spray and Wait scheme does not. This part simulates
both of search schemes on the ONE simulator to analyze the performance of SAS.
In order to make the result more convincing, I compare two search schemes with
the same simulation environment. Considering Spray and Wait scheme does not
contain the concept of geo-community, I define there only exists one community
in our default simulation. Another factor should be noticed is both schemes are
capable of increasing the number of query message carriers, which can be included
in simulation. The following figures show the result of simulation. I define eight
various types of scenarios. Each time I increase the number of seekers by one. The
y-axis varies based on the simulation.
Figure 15: Performance of SAS, compared with Spray and Wait Scheme. (a)average
completed search (b)average completed search time (c)response probability
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Figure 15 depicts the performance of SAS and SnW scheme. The common factor
exists in both schemes is the number of seekers. Thus I set several scenarios, which
have varied the number of seekers. The number of seekers starts from 1 to 8. For
simplifying simulation description, I name the nodes which generates query messages
in Spray and Wait scheme also called SnWRouter. The SnW scheme is shorthand
for Spray and Wait scheme. Since I ran the scenarios for 20 times and selected
the average value of them, I name those values as average values, such as, average
completed search and average completed search time. I focus on three metrics:
(1) Average completed search: The number of search completed. The evidence that
the searching node generates query messages and receives the first response message
is counted as one completed search.
(2) Average completed search time: The average duration between the query mes-
sages generated from the searching node (search initialization) and the searching
node receiving the first response message (search complete).
(3) Response probability : The fraction of generated queries to which at least one
message is eventually responded to. In other words, it is completed search number
ratio.
There are three graphs in Figure 15: seekers VS average completed search, seekers
VS average completed search time and seekers VS response probability. The line
without circle shows the trend of SAS and the line with circle indicates the trend
of SnW scheme. In the graph of seekers VS average completed search, with the
number of seekers increasing, the number of completed search arises for both search
schemes. One point that should be noticed is that when the number of seekers
increases, the difference between two schemes is more obvious. The graph of seekers
VS average completed search time tells us that the number of seekers increases but
the completed search time decreases. The simulation shows that SAS has better
performance than SnW scheme.
Figure 16 indicates the effect of the number of completed search on various number
of Tagged node. The number of completed search with implementation of SAS is
bigger than implementation of SnW.
Figure 17 depicts the effect of overhead ratio one the various number of seekers.
The purpose of designing the overhead ratio is to evaluate the cost of both schemes.
Before explaining how to calculate the overhead ratio, several parameters should be
mentioned:
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Figure 16: fraction of Tagged node VS completed search
(1) Relayed messages : No matter what types of messages (query message, response
message or update message), when a node receives the message, the number of
relayed messages increases by one. There are two situations: 1) The message is
delivered to the node. 2) The message is delivered and then stored in the node.
(denoted by r)
(2) Delivered messages : No matter what types of messages, when a node receives
and stores the message, the number of delivered messages increases by one. (denoted
by d).
Overhead ratio is denoted by o. The calculation of overhead ratio is as follows:
o =
r − d
d
The next step is to calculate the average value. Based on SAS and SnW scheme,
both require nodes to establish a message buffer to store messages permanently. For
example, the seeker node stores query messages and the tagged seeker node stores
content. However, there is one situation: in SAS, when seeker node encounters
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Figure 17: Seeker VS overhead ratio
passive node, the query messages will be delivered to the passive node temporarily,
which cause extra buffer to store those messages. The overhead ratio is used to
evaluate the influence of this cost. According to Figure 17, we notice the influence
of message overhead on SAS is higher than SnW scheme. However, the cost can be
acceptable.
4.2 Performance analysis of multiple communities
Before describing simulation, I list performance metrics as follows:
(1) Meeting times : The number is used to count how many times two nodes en-
counter each other. There is one situation that may cause confusion: For node A,
when node A meets node B, the Encountered times increases by one. For node B,
when node B meets node A, the Encountered times increases by one. Then the
total number of Encountered times is 2. However, for this situation, I only define
Encountered times as 1.
(2) Completed search: The number is used to calculate the number of completed
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search. The duration is spanned time between the searching node generates the
query messages (search initialization) and the time the searching node receiving the
first response message.
(3) Meeting probability : The probability of node that meets with the nodes from
some specific community.
Section 3.2.5 introduces how to calculate the overlapping area between two circles.
For proving the assumption that the occurrence of nodes appear in any place of
community is uniform. I set a scenario that four communities are completely over-
lapped. If one node encounters the node from the same community over from all
four communities is one fourth, the assumption is correct. Thus I run the scenario
for 20 times. The probability is 0.2316.
For testing the formula in Section 3.2 whether works properly, I initialize four com-
munities: C1, C2, C3 and C4. Each community contains 6 nodes. If we want to
satisfy the result: The meeting probability of C1 node meets C1 node is around 0.7,
the meeting probability of C1 node encountering C2 node is around 0.1, so are C3
node and C4 node. Based on the formula in 3.2, the distance between two cluster
centers of two community should be 140 when the radius of community is 100. The
result meets our expections: The probability of node encountering the node from
C1 is 0.6736. The probability of node encountering the node from C2 is 0.121. The
formula works fine.
Finally, we analyze the cost on SAS compared with PRoPHET. For testing this as-
sumption, I simulate two kinds of nodes (one implemented with SAS and the other
implemented with PRoPHET algorithm) on the ONE simulator. The node imple-
mented with SAS is called SASRouter and the node implemented with PRoPHET al-
gorithm is called PRoPHETRouter. Since PRoPHETRouter has been implemented
in the ONE simulator, I compare SASRouter with PRoPHETRouter directly in
terms of message overhead.
Figure 18 depicts comparison of cost between SASRouter and PRoPHETRouter.
The copies of message for SASRouter is set as 8. The message overhead by SAS-
Router is around 6, however, the message overhead by PRoPHETRouter is around
80. The difference of message overhead between two routers is huge. (SASRouter
is around 80 and SnWPRoPHETRouter is around 10.) Since ProPHETRouter may
cause a serious problem on bandwith, ProPHET algorithm is not a good candidate.
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Figure 18: Performance analysis between SASRouter and PRoPHETRouter
5 Conclusion
DTN is a network that has the characteristic of intermittent connectivity. According
to the poor performance of current widely used protocols and infrastructures, several
new protocols for solving DTN problems have been proposed. There are three types
of representative routing protocol: EPIDEMIC and SnW concens the number of
messages. PRoPHET, MaxProp belong to the prediction-based routing protocol.
HiBOp and BUBBLE belong to the social-based routing protocol. The feature of
flooding messages that EPIDEMIC may cause severe problem concerning message
overhead. That is the reason why SnW has been proposed. However, blocking query
messages may lead to poor performance of search.
SAS is a content-based search scheme. The node implementing SAS forwards a
number of query messages to locate the specific content. Once the content is found,
the node containing the content sends a response message back to the original
node. Comparing with only increasing the number of query messages, SAS pro-
vides a better solution, such as, increasing the number of content carriers (Tagged
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Seeker node) and involving the concept of community. In Section 4, I compare
SnWRouter and SASRouter. Apparently, SASRouter has better performance than
SnWRouter. When implementing multiple communities in SAS, I involve a concept
of geo-community. The users are capable of adjusting the meeting probability by
changing the size of overlapping area.
In section 2.2, I introduce three types of routing protocols: concerning the number of
messages that should be generated (message-based protocol), concerning predictabil-
ity of message forwarding (predictability-based protocol) and concerning the concept
of community (community-based protocol). Since SAS has involved the concept of
community and learned some advantages from SnW, I hope that I can add some
factors of predictability of message forwarding to SAS. PRoPHET algorithm is one
of solutions to perdictability-based protocol. Since PRoPHET algorithm could seek
the shortest path between Searching node and proxy (the nodes in overlapping area),
it can accelerate searching the content from other communities. Before I implement
PRoPHET algorithm on SAS, I compare cost of PRoPHETRouter and SASRouter.
The main drawback of this design is bandwidth problem. In the future, I will do
more research concerning how to improve SAS performance.
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